Influence of charge and size of terminal amino-acid residues on local conformational states and shape of alanine-based peptides.
We present results of conformational studies by Circular dichroism and NMR spectroscopy, differential scanning calorimetry, and molecular dynamics, of three alanine-based peptides: Ac-KK-(A)(7)-KK-NH(2) (KAK), Ac-OO-(A)(7)-DD-NH(2) (OAD), and Ac-KK-(A)(7)-EE-NH(2) (KAE), where A, K, O, D, and E, denote alanine, lysine, ornithine, aspartic acid, and glutamic acid residues, respectively. For OAD and KAE, canonical MD simulations with time-averaged NMR-derived restraints demonstrate the presence of an ensemble of structures with a variety of conformational states (polyproline II, alpha-helical, alpha', and extended, turn); for KAK the conformational states are predominantly polyproline II and extended. The OAD peptide exhibits a bent shape with its ends close to each other, whereas KAK and KAE are more extended. The bent shape was also observed in our earlier study of the Ac-XX-(A)(7)-OO-NH(2) (XAO) peptide, where X denotes the diaminobutyric acid residue; therefore, the shape seems to depend on the size of the charged side chains at the ends of the alanine sequence and not on their kind. This suggests that the bent shape of the alanine sequence is formed to enable screening of this nonpolar sequence from the solvent by sufficiently short charged side chains. As in our previous study of the XAO peptide, no long polyproline II segments were observed.